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HYBRID PROBABILISTIC SYSTEMSSIMON PARSONSDepartment of Computer Siene,University of Liverpool, Chadwik BuildingPeah Street, Liverpool L69 7ZF, United Kingdom.S.D.Parsons�s.liv.a.ukERIC NEUFELDDepartment of Computer Siene,University of Saskathewan, Saskatoon,Saskathewan, Canada, S7N 5A9.eri�s.usask.aReeived (Marh 2000)Revised (Marh 2000)1. IntrodutionThis speial issue ollets revised and extended versions of papers presented atthe Speial Trak on Unertain Reasoning held at the 12th International FLAIRSConferene1. These papers represent an interesting trend in papers submitted tothe Speial Trak as well as reasoning under unertainty in general. This is thetrend towards ombining probability with elements of other tehniques from arti�-ial intelligene, suh as lassial and non-lassial logis, geneti algorithms, andmahine learning.The Speial Trak on Unertain Reasoning has been held at FLAIRS annuallysine 19962;3;4. It was founded by Eri Neufeld, and for the �rst four years washaired by him in onjuntion with Ahmed Taw�k and, later, Simon Parsons. Theaim of the Speial Trak is spei�|to provide a forum for the presentation anddisussion of new ideas about reasoning under unertainty, espeially those thatare eleti, in the sense of drawing on a number of di�erent approahes from theunertainty anon, and innovative, in the sense of breaking new ground rather thanbeing tweaks on existing ideas. This is a rather bold aim has been ahieved, andthe trak has witnessed a good number of high quality original papers5.1



Hybrid probabilisti systems 22. Hybrid probabilisti reasoningThe story of probabilisti reasoning in arti�ial intelligene is a onvoluted one.When researhers in arti�ial intelligene �rst realised that representing and rea-soning with unertainty was an important, indeed neessary, task probability was,in many ways, an obvious hoie as a basis for doing this. The theory had beenaround in one form or other sine the time of Laplae (his \Philosophial Essayon Probabilities" dates from 1795), and, as a result, there was a huge literatureon probability and statistis. However, probability did not �t neatly with the pre-vailing orthodoxy in arti�ial intelligene at the time, whih was to use �rst orderlogi or prodution rules as the basis of any knowledge representation, despite someattempts to bridge this gap6;7. In addition, many people had reservations aboutthe amount of data whih was required in order to build probabilisti models, andthe subsequent omputational expense of updating these during inferene, whihould only be resolved with unrealisti independene assumptions. The result wasa side-lining of work on probabilisti reasoning from the mainstream of arti�ialintelligene researh.The e�et of this side-lining was threefold. First, there was a general moveaway from work on unertainty, or at least numerial approahes to dealing withit, in favour of tehniques suh as nonmonotoni reasoning, for whih the \goldenage" oinides losely with the era of probability theory's relative unrespetability(despite the suess of probability as a way of aounting for defeasible reasoningin general8). Seond, many people who were still onvined that unertainty wasan important topi turned to the use of alternate numerial aluli suh as fuzzysets9, Dempster-Shafer theory10, or ertainty fators11. The third e�et was tomake those people who still believed that probability was a viable tehnique, if notthe only tehnique for handling unertainty, redouble their e�orts to show that itould be useful12.The eventual outome of this latter strand of work, albeit after some years toilingin obsurity, was the �eld of Bayesian Networks13;14. Bayesian networks not onlyrevolutionised the area of reasoning under unertainty, but played a major role in therise of probability theory to respetability within mainstream arti�ial intelligene.The �nal proof of this new respetability for those still septial might well be theAward for Researh Exellene presented to Judea Pearl, the arhitet of Bayesiannetworks, at the 1999 International Joint Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene (themost important event in the arti�ial intelligene alendar). Possibly even moretelling is the growth in papers on the subjet and the number of invited talksgiven by people from the Bayesian networks ommunity to mainstream arti�ialintelligene events.Bayesian networks, of ourse, provide an alternative metaphor for knowledgerepresentation and reasoning from that provided by logi, and for many years itwas work on getting this right|�nding ways to represent new types of informationand mehanisms for improving the speed of inferene|that dominated work in the�eld. However, this is no longer the ase. As researhers beome ontent that



Hybrid probabilisti systems 3the underlying representational and omputational mahinery is e�etive, they arelooking at wider issues. One suh issue is that of using mahine learning tehniquesto help onstrut the networks, thus bypassing the knowledge aquisition bottlenekof determining all the relevant onditional independenies that need to be knownto build a network. Another issue is that of applying probability, in a broad sense,to problems in areas of arti�ial intelligene outside of the traditional remit ofreasoning under unertainty, and of applying tehniques from those other areas inprobabilisti reasoning. It is this hybridisation between probability and other areasof arti�ial intelligene whih is the subjet of this issue and whih leads us to usethe term \Hybrid probabilisti reasoning".3. The papersThis issue ontains �ve papers:� Non-determinism and unertainty in the situation alulus, J. Pinto, A. Ser-nadas, C. Sernadas, and P. Mateus;� A fatorized representation of independene of ausal inuene and lazy prop-agation, A. L. Madsen and B. D'Ambrosio;� Direting geneti algorithms for probabilisti reasoning through reinforementlearning, X. Zhong and E. Santos Jr;� Committees of learning agents, L. Asker, M. Danielson, and L. Ekenberg; and� On proofs in System P, S. Parsons and R. A. Bourne.All are examples of hybrid probabilisti reasoning, though the degree of hybridisa-tion varies. Pinto et al. illustrate what we all strong hybridisation. The paper takesthe situation alulus15, a lassi work of arti�ial intelligene and the �rst attemptto solve the frame problem, and adds ideas from probability theory to extend therepresentational range of the formalism. We all this \strong hybridisation" beauseof this big gain in representational power. Without the use of probability (or someother unertainty formalism), the situation alulus would be unable to apturethe kind of statistial events that Pinto et al.'s formalism an deal with. Similarstrong hybridisation is disussed in the paper by Parsons and Bourne. Their workis based on System P16, a logial approah to default reasoning that was given aprobabilisti interpretation by Pearl13 and Adams17. In this ase the hybridisationonsists of making the probabilities assoiated with the default onlusions expliit,thus ombining the default reasoning mehanism of System P with a mehanism forestablishing exatly how likely onlusions are to hold.In ontrast to these papers on strong hybridisation, the remaining papers arewhat we term weak hybridisation�. We distinguish weak hybridisation by the fat�There is no derogatory intent in these names. The terms \strong" and \weak" merely refer tothe degree of hybridisation, and there is no suggestion that strong hybridisation is somehow betterthan weak hybridisation.



Hybrid probabilisti systems 4that the hybridisation does not make it possible to do new things, but allows thosethings whih an already be done to be done faster, or better, than before. Forexample, the paper by Zhong and Santos deals with belief revision in Bayesiannetworks. This is a proess whih is well understood, and for whih algorithmsalready exist (for example those given by Pearl13). However, the general problem isknown to be NP-hard, and so Zhong and Santos have looked at the use of genetialgorithms to improve the eÆieny of the belief revision proess. In partiular,their paper explores the use of reinforement learning to lassify Bayesian networksin order to guide the use of geneti algorithms to perform more eÆient beliefrevision than is possible using geneti algorithms more naively.Hybridisation between probabilisti tehniques and mahine learning tehniquesis also the onern of Asker et al.. Their paper investigates the use of deisiontheory to identify severe problems in power plant operation. Deisions are madeon the basis of a set of lassi�ers, and the lassi�ers are trained using tehniquesfrom mahine learning. One again it would be possible to do this without thehybridisation sine the lassi�ers ould be onstruted on the basis of expert opinionrather than on the basis of training data. However, the use of mahine learningtehniques makes it possible for the lassi�ers to evolve over time, providing a morerobust solution. The �nal paper in the issue is that by Madsen and D'Ambrosio.This hybridises the use of lazy propagation18 and fatorized representation19 topermit more eÆient inferene in Bayesian networks than is possible using eitherapproah on its own.These papers, then, tap some of the possibilities in the area of hybrid proba-bilisti reasoning. Future FLAIRS Speial Traks will doubtless see others.Referenes1. A. N. Kumar and I. Russell, editors. Proeedings of the 12th InternationalFLAIRS Conferene. AAAI Press, San Mateo, CA, 1999.2. D. D. Dankel, II, editor. Proeedings of the 9th International FLAIRS Confer-ene. Florida AI Researh Soiety, 1996.3. D. D. Dankel, II, editor. Proeedings of the 10th International FLAIRS Confer-ene. Florida AI Researh Soiety, 1997.4. D. J. Cook, editor. Proeedings of the 11th International FLAIRS Conferene.AAAI Press, San Mateo, CA, 1998.5. E. Neufeld. Diretions in unertainty reasoning. The Knowledge EngineeringReview, 12:413{415, 1997.6. R. O. Duda, P. E. Hart, and N. J. Nilsson. Subjetive Bayesian methods for a rule-based inferene system. In Proeedings of the National Computer Conferene,pages 1075{1082, 1976.7. J. R. Quinlan. INFERNO: a autious approah to unertain inferene. ComputerJournal, 26:255{269, 1983.8. J. Pearl. Probabilisti semantis for nonmonotoni reasoning. In Proeedings ofthe 1st International Conferene on Knowledge Representation and Reasoning,pages 505{516, San Mateo, CA, 1989. Morgan Kaufmann.9. L. A. Zadeh. A theory of approximate reasoning. In J. E. Hayes, D. Mihie, and
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